
50+ Informative Speech Topics 
for College Students 

Informative speech allows the speakers to educate people about significant ideas and themes. They also aim 
to share thoughts and opinions on a particular topic. Thus, they offer food for thought for the audience. To 
know more about informative speech topics, visit essay writer service. 

 

 

 

There are lots of informative speech topics to choose from. Read this article to find out some informative 
speech topics that have the most impact or concern a senior essay writer for more accuracy. 

1.       Evolution of French music 
2.       Why did rock and roll become popular dance music? 
3.       The psychological and physical benefits of listening to music. 
4.       The impact of rap music on society 

5.       The art of playing the violin 
6.       The evolution of jazz music 
7.       Why are so many animals under extinction today? 
8.       Why dogs are considered as human’s best friend? 
9.       The history and evolution of polar bears 
10.   How to properly raise chinchillas? 
11.   The most dangerous types of dogs on the planet 
12.   How to keep snakes away and save your life? 
13.   Different types of butterflies 
14.   The history of bees and their role in the world 
15.   Discuss various patterns in climate change 

16.   How climate change is affecting the Earth and its inhabitants? 
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17.   What are the practical solutions to global warming? 
18.   What is global warming and its causes? 
19.   The greenhouse effect as the top reason for climate change 
20.   Humans are responsible for the emergence of global warming 
21.   How sports improve human physical and psychological health? 
22.   The real-life sport teams 

23.   Can roller skating be considered a kind of sport? 
24.   What’s more dangerous: Water Rafting or Ice Diving? 
25.   The history of sports 
26.   Why is boxing the most dangerous type of sport? 
27.   The importance of football for the world 
28.   How to bake a cake and not put on weight? 
29.   Why does alcohol bring so much trouble to contemporary youth? 
30.   Does fast food really cause addiction? 
31.   The secret ingredient of Coca Cola 
32.   If the fruit diet useful for health? 
33.   Why bananas can save the world 
34.   Eating vegetables and olive oil is a golden ticket to good health 

35.   What’s the difference between natural and processed foods? 
36.   Why eating pizza is the worst way to get away with cooking 
37.   What are the best pets? 
38.   The lives of ants. 
39.   How to raise rabbits. 
40.   How to adopt a dog? 
41.   How to make your car run better? 
42.   The history of motorcycles. 
43.   Impact of coaching on employee job performance? 
44.   Leadership methods and their impacts on employee productivity. 
45.   Impacts of incentives on employee performance. 
46.   Psychological tactics in marketing. 

47.   How to create a successful brand. 
48.   The differences between male and female communication. 
49.   How to be a persuasive speaker. 
50.   How to improve your conversation skills. 
51.   The economic growth of China. 
52.   The importance of education for the economy. 
53.   Should teachers and students be friends on social networks? 
54.   Why is our education system rely on assumptions and not practical knowledge? 
55.   Should students be permitted to eat during classes? 
56.   The significance of education for establishing a successful career. 
57.   The pros and cons of teaching students three languages in school. 

58.   The best ways to protect the environment. 
59.   Cases of domestic violence against men. 
60.   The importance of family. 

The topics mentioned topics will definitely help you write an informative speech. Otherwise, you can also an 

expert essay writer website to write a very much organized discourse for you. 
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